
Sol-Tec will provide accredited consulting and engineering expertise from our Azure Cloud Centre of Excellence to kick start your project. Our fully project managed and proven methodology coupled with 
collaboration with your internal teams will ensure that the business and technical objectives are clear for all stakeholders before project activities commence. The Azure VMware Solution Accelerator 
follows our PUBSEC methodology and provides our clients with clarity and assurance through the design and deployment process to establish a VMware environment in your own private cloud powered 
by Microsoft Azure. In 8 weeks*, we will deliver your Azure VMware Solution environment integrated with your on-premises data centre and conduct a pilot migration wave with performance testing to 
ensure your team is positioned for successful ongoing migrations.

?

+ Stakeholder engagement, high level discovery requirements gathering, 
challenges and opportunities identification

+ Proof of value and outcomes
+ Tools-based discovery initiation
+ Document As-Is, including versions, licensing, capacity and current 

network infrastructure
+ Define Initial scope of work and priorities
+ Clarify project governance and team structure, along with 3rd party 

stakeholders

+ Review application dependencies and risks
+ Deploy AVS Landing Zone using IaC and Azure Dev/Ops
+ Deploy Azure VMware Solution private cloud environment
+ Peer private cloud to on-premises data centre
+ Configure and test hybrid connectivity and VMware HCX

+ Migration runbooks including roll back plan
+ Undertake pilot migration
+ Performance validation and UAT
+ Closure handover workshops, 

documentation and signoff
+ Joint case study authorisation

+ Microsoft AMMP Programme Application
+ Sizing and connectivity options
+ AVS quota requests with Microsoft
+ Target architecture and operating model workshops
+ High Level Design review and signoff
+ Financial projections
+ Roles, responsibilities, skills plan and milestones
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+ Project early life support and optional 
hyper care period (1-3 months)

+ Shadow further migration waves
+ Refine configurations as required
+ Capability support and further upskilling
+ Transition to BAU

+ 24/7 Global Azure Support
+ Monitoring, Management and 

Optimisation
+ Cyber Security Operations Centre
+ App Modernisation opportunities 

with Azure native services
+ Account, Technical and Service 

Management

Week 1 Week 3 Week 5 Week 8

* Subject to client stakeholder availability

Sol-tec AVS Engagement and PubSec


